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T hings  that they eventually took away a ltogether

In my childhood home, part of the fifth step fell out. More
like it had been eased off, the way we pick at the ends

of nails from one corner to the other, white tips of nail bits
flaking off into stale, hot air. They’re called distal edges, I’ve learned,

white translucence reaching out from the bloody bed of protected
tender skin. I’d watched part of that step for weeks, the rectangular

slab flimsy and willing to give way every time I placed a toe on it
to move it left to right. I was afraid I would loosen the rest

of the step, which my entire family did together, gradually. 
Every time, my father tried to stick it back on by smearing

Superglue paste on its underbelly. I remember sitting on that step
and rocking myself back and forth, to test it out when no one else

was looking. It reminds me of the way I would sit in the quietness
of my parents’ bedroom, picking at the corner of a Band-Aid

instead of ripping it all the way off. The silence always made it 
so much more dramatic, that pin-drop where not even my dog

would howl. That was the thing about my childhood home,
in that neighborhood littered with identical houses 

all the way down the street, the kind of neighborhood
that sat out on the front steps of their houses and spent hours

biking all around the same bicycle loop. That neighborhood
had the same version of silence that I consume now: living

alone in a big city, even with the way I can hear
the trains thudding on the railroad tracks in my sleep.

I’m thinking of that pin-drop silence when I’m sitting
on my bathroom floor with a foot raised to my trash bin,

where not even a car will honk. I’m clipping my nails, slicing them
exactly square, like the way my mother taught me to cut them.


